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RELATIVE BRAUER GROUP OVER A
KRULL DOMAIN *

HEISOOK LEE

Let R be any commutative ring with identity. Let u be an idempotent
kernel functor on the category (R-mod) of R-modules. Then we denote
by Qu(-) the associated localization funetor and by L(u) the associated
idempotent filter which consists of ideals I of R with the propert)· that
RII is u-torsion.

We denote by C(u) the set of all ideals of R which are maximal with
respect to the property of not being contained in L(u). Then C(u) is a
set of prime ideals. To define a relative Brauer group Br(R,u) attached
to an idempotent kernel functor u, which is constructed by Verschoren
[1,7], we recall the following definitions and basic properties. For more
detailed discussions on torsion theories we refer [3].

DEFINITION 1. Let M be a R-module.

(1) M is u-finitely generated if there exists a finitely generated R
module N such that N c M and Qu(M) = QtT(N).

(2) M is u-finitely presented if there exists an R-homomozphism f :
N --+ M such that N is finitely presented, ker f and coker f are
u-torsion.

(3) M is u-closed if Qu(M) = M.
(4) M is u-faithful if M is u-closed and faithful as a QtT(R)-module.
(5) M is u-quasiprojective if Mp is free Rp-module for all pE C(u).
(6) M is u-progenerator if M is u-closed, u-finite1y presented, u-

quasiprojective and u-faithful.
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For R-modules M, Nand f,g E HomR(M,N), define

M 1..N = Qu(M ® N)
u

f 1..g = Qu(f ® g)
u

DEFINITION 2. An R-algebra A is said to be a u-Azumaya algebra
if it is a u-progenerator and the canonical map A ® AO ---t EndR(A)
induces and isomorphism Al..Ao ---t EndR(A).

u

We note that if P is a u-progenerator then EndR(P) is u-Azumaya
algebra. H A and Bare u-Azumaya algebras, then so is Al..B.

u
For u-Azumaya algebras A and B define an equivalence relation '" by

A '" B if there exist u-progenerators E and F such that

Al..EndR(E) ~ Bl..EndR(F).
u u

Let Br(R, u) be the set of equivalence classes of u-Azumaya algebras
and [A] denote the equivalence class of A. Then Br(R, u) is a group
under the operation [A][B] = [Al..B]. The identity element in this group

u

is given by [EndR(E)] for some u-progenerator E, and [A]-l = [AO].
For a Krull domain R, let Z be the set of height one prime ideals of R

and let u = inf{uR\p I p E Z} be an idompotent kernel funetor, where
UR\p is the usual localization funetor. Then R-module M is divisorial
(i.e. M is torsion free in the usual sense and in K ® M, M = npEzMp )

if and only if M is u-elosed. In [6] it was also pointed that u-finitely
generated R-modules do not necessarily yield R-Iattices in the non
noetherian case. However we have the following:

PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a Krull domain and Z be the set of height
one prime ideals of R. Let u be the idempotent kernel functor corre
sponding L(u) = npEzL(UR-p). Then a torsion free R-module M is
u-finitely generated if and only if M is a R-lattice.

Proof. Assume M is a R-Iattice. Then there is a free R-module N
of finite rank and an element a in R such that aN C MeN. Since
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a belongs to finitely many P in Z, (aN)p; = Mp; = Np; for all but
finitely many Pi in Z. Assume (aN)p; =I Mp; for i = 1,2"" ,k. Since
Mp; is free Rp;-module of finite rank, let {m~'l, ... , m:'j} be a basis
for Mp; over Rp; and let N' be the R-module generated by aN and
{ffiij I 1 < i < k, 1 < j < li}. Then aN C N' c MeN and N; = Mp
for all P in Z. Since 0' is half-centered, support of M/N' is in Spec(R) - Z
implies that M/N' is O'-torsion [2] . Since N' is finitely generated by
construction, M is O'-finitely generated.

Conversely, let N be a finitely generated R-submodule of M such that
O'(M/N) = M/N. Then Mp = Np for all pin Z. Since N is a torsion
free finitely generated R-module, N is a R-Iattice in N ® K = V. Let
N' = npEzNp' Then N' is a R-Iattice and M is also a R-Iattice from
the fact N C M c N'.

COROLLARY 2. Let R and 0' be as in Proposition 1. Then R is 0'

noetherian, i.e., evelY ideal I in L(O') is O'-:finitely generated.

Proof. Since every ideal of R is 0' R-lattice, R is O'-noetherian by
definition.

PROPOSITION 3. Let R be O'-noetherian. Then R-module M is 0'

:finitely generated if and only if M is O'-finitely presented.

Proof. Let M be O'-finitely presented and let u : N -+ M be an R
homomorphism such that N is finitely presented and Q(T(N) ~ Q(T(M).
Since N is finitely generated, so is NIO'(N). Then the induced map
u : N/O'(N) -+ M is an inclusion and it follows from Q(T(N/O'N) =
Qu(N) ~ Qu(M), that M is O'-finitely generated.

The converse is Proposition 2.4 [1].

To compare the Brauer group Br(R,O') with the Brauer group Br(D)
defined for the category D of divisorial R-lattice, we recall the following
[4,5].

Let D be the category of divisorial R-Iattices. For M and N in D, we
view M ® N as a subset of (M ®R K) ®K (N ®R K) and define

MJ..N = npEz(M®N)p

Let Az(D) be the set of isomorphism classes of central R-algebras A
which are in D as R-modules, and for which the following natural map
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1]A : A 1.. AO -+ EndR(A) induced by the map A0Ao -+ EndR(A) is an
isomorphism. We note that R-algebra A is in Az(D) if and only if A is
a divisiorial R-lattice and Ap is an Rp-Azumaya algebra (i.e., A p is a
central separable Rp-algebra) for all pin Z.

We define an equivalence relation rv on Az(D) by

for some M and N in D. Let Br(D) denote the set of equivalence classes
of Az(D) and let [A] denote the class of A. Then Br(D) is an abelian
group under the operation [A) [B) = [Al..B). The identity element in
this group is given by [EndR(E)] for some E E D and [A]-l = [AO].

From the above propositions and corollary, R-module M is R-Iattice
if and only if M is u-finitely presented. From the definition of Br(R, u)
and Br(D), we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Let R be a Krull domain and Z be the set ofheight one
prime ideals of R and er = inf{uR-p Ip E Z}. Then Br(R,u) = Br(D).

REMARK. For Krull domain R and the idempotent kernel functor u
on R-mod defined above, Br(R, u) is a torsion group since Br(D) is a
torsion group [4J. There are relative Brauer groups Br(R, u) which are
torsion [7J. However it is not clear that for every commutative ring R
and an idempotent kernel functor u on R-mod, Br(R, u) is a torsion
group.
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